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Honouring the Pillars of Strength: A tribute to Fathers on Father’s Day 

Fathers are the silent pillars of strength, the guiding lights that illuminate paths and the 

unwavering support for the family. This day serves as a reminder to express gratitude, love 

and appreciation for the remarkable men who shape lives in profound ways. And hence on 

this special day the kids of Dominic Savio Kindergarten Nerul celebrated Father’s Day on 19th 

June 2024 with events and activities to honour the wonderful bond of father and child to 

create special memories.  

The day began with a special event wherein the fathers and their children came dressed up 

in either matching outfits, mirror image or what they aspire to be. As the kids were seated in 

their respective classrooms the fathers came forward and introduced themselves and their 

profession in various fields. This helped the kids and their fathers to know each other better 

and gave them an opportunity to connect and communicate.  

After the introduction of the fathers what followed was a fun filled activity which involved the 

kids and their fathers to bring out their creativity on a fist sized rock which signified that their 

father rocks. Every child and father decorated their rock with colours and art materials and 

made creative takeaways as a remembrance of this special day. On completion of this activity, 

an action-packed game was conducted wherein the children and their fathers were invited to 

groove to rhythmic music which brought laughter and cheerfulness among everyone.  

After all the fun and jovial happenings, the children and their fathers were then invited to do 

a very meaningful activity which involved their connect with mother nature. Each class were 

given pots with soil and manure and every child with their father came forward and sowed 

seeds in these pots. This became the crowning moment of the Father’s Day celebration and 

an occasion where both the father and the child experienced their togetherness.  

“Extra-ordinary event to bond with children. Very well co-ordinated and arranged” were the 

words shared by Mr. A.Charles , father of Miss. Isabelle Antonia at the end of the Father’s Day 

celebration. Rev. Fr. Shekar Devraj (Vice Principal) and Mrs. Kalyani Chaudhari (Principal) went 

around the school and appreciated the fathers for their enthusiasm and support in making 

this event successful. The occasion of the Father’s Day concluded with lots of smiles and 

cheerful faces on the children and their fathers leaving them with memories to cherish, 

lessons learnt and connections that make fatherhood a precious role in their lives.  
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